Experience Nature
With Naturalistic Memorials

Our line of Rocky Garden
Series monuments are
inspired by the natural
beauty found in the outside
world. Beautiful monuments
are trending towards more
naturalistic designs - get
closer to nature
with our
unique line of
nature inspired
offerings!

GBATH01

Cremation Ready
Garden Bench!
RUSC19

PL05

Rustic memorials
Add a nature
inspired laser scene
to complete the look!

MT01

MT07
MT03

MT20

Cremation Solutions
The Beauty Of
Cremation

This beautiful and
innovative cremation set is
a perfect feature piece! This
wonderful solution allows
for a center focal point
along with personalized
cremation plaques. It’s fully
customized cover allows for
plenty of room for family
photos and memories.

Double
Cremation
Bevel

CMM03
CMBEN11

Cremation
Monuments
It’s what’s above ground that
matters! When opting for
cremation, keep in mind that
cremation is just a prelude to
memorialization. Whether you
are a planning for a loved one
or your own memorialization,
remember, everyone deserves
their name in granite forever!

CM002
CM001
CV1402G

OPTING FOR

Cremation?

It’s What’s Above Ground that Matters!

When opting for cremation, keep in mind that cremation is just a prelude
to memorialization. Whether you are planning for a loved one, or your
own memorialization, it is important to remember that cremation does
not eliminate the need to be memorialized - every life deserves to be
memorialized.

CM001

Double
Cremation Bevel

“

Our line of fully customizable cremation memorials allow for
cremains to be placed in a permanent place to allow family and
loved ones to reflect upon your life. You’re worth it!”
See page G for even more
cremation options!

CRH1404

CM004

CV1402G

PLURA
MEMORIAL SERIES

Get more with fully customizable Plura Memorials.
These high polish designs feature a black die perfect for
personalizing with a laser etching and are adorned with two
rounded gray pillars. Get creative with Plura Memorials and
discover the true meaning of more!

FIVE STUNNING DESIGNS!

PLu134

PLu133

Fully laserable black die!
Rounded pillars!
Unique two-tone look!

PLu132
View over 100 scene options on our website!

Endlessaffection.com

PLu145
PLu146

pet memorials
We love our pets and consider them members
of our family. We celebrate their birthdays,
confide in them and carry pictures of them in
our wallets. So when a beloved pet is no longer
with us, it is very typical to feel overwhelmed by
the intensity of your sorrow. We provide a variety
of pet memorials and personalization options to
help celebrate the life of your companion. Simply
choose your favorite photo and memorial and
we’ll take care of the rest.

MINI PET MEMORIALS
(Left to right: cc01, ov01, rt01, hs02)

Cremation
Ready!

CMpm01
petpaw

petheart

rustic01

petbone

petcat

Celestial

collection

CS01
CS02
Like an angel watching over your loved one,
these sandblasted angels are equally as
beautiful and will stand the test of time.

ALL NEW

Exclusive DESIGN!

6 polished sides makes this die our most versatile yet!
Endless Possibilities!

You have more options when you
choose six sides of all polished beauty!
Create one complete look or utilize
each side to tell a story!

Make it Horizontal!
Make it Vertical!

Personalize
all surfaces!

Add pillars or
your favorite
companion piece
to make a lasting
impression

places

Life happens in the
you love,
with our

remember

Cremation Garden Urns™
A.

B.

D.

Enjoy the memories of your loved
one in the places you love with
our backyard garden urn series.
Each unique garden urn can be placed by
1-2 people and can be laser etched with our
ultimate personalization system.

C.

F.

E.

G.

L.

J.

K.

H.

I.

L.

monuments
With professionally trained artists that have been crafting statue monuments for many years, a dedication to quality control and a great selection
of models, our Statue Monuments are a beautiful and unique option for
commemorating the live of a loved one.
Many more
colors
available!

stm021

stm008
stm003

stm020

stm102
stm023

Everything
in this world changes...Except your Legacy
The personalization of a monument is not only how it is sandblasted or
etched, it is also in the fundamental form and color of the stone itself. You
will find this beauty in each and every one of our Legacy Memorial models.

RT01

DH01

CT01

HS02

OV08

CC01

Differentiate yourself with a Legacy Memorial.

Custom Sandblast included with All Heirlooms

HM08
HM01

HM11

A new spin on a traditional memorial! Heirloom Memorials combine the natural
look of a unique monument with the addition of designed sandblast artwork
created to fit perfectly with the shape of your stone. Available in many colors!

HM18
HM03

A perfectly symmetrical die shape
features a cross and rose combination, along with a unique place for
a family name.

HM16

A classic monument shape with a twist! With it’s
asymmetrical slope and the featured cross, the
HM16 is one of our most popular Heirlooms.

With a featured cross and
rose combination, the
simple yet elegant design
of the HM18 is a beautiful
solution for anyone.

